MACHINE METHODS OF ACCOUNTING

THE INTERNATIONAL AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE

(Type 921)

The International Automatic Carriage is one of the most important recent developments in the Electric Accounting Machine Method. Its primary purpose is to facilitate the preparation of documentary records on continuous forms. Invoices, bills, premium notices, checks, remittance statements, and many other similar accounting records are produced automatically on a machine equipped with this type of carriage.

The International Automatic Carriage is a special motor-driven carriage which may be attached to the Numerical or the Alphabetic Electric Accounting Machines. It performs the functions of a standard carriage and in addition provides for the following automatic functions:

1. Single Item Ejection, or the spacing—other than single, double, or triple—of paper or continuous forms between listed items.

2. Form-to-Form Ejection, or the automatic ejection from a predetermined last printing line of one form to the first printing line of the following form. The carriage may also be set so that the ejection from one form to another may take place when a control change occurs before the last printing line. In such a case, the ejection is to the first line to be printed on the succeeding sheet.

3. Predetermined Total Skip, or the printing of a total in a predetermined position on each form, regardless of the number of previously printed items.

4. Automatic Ejection with Head Spacing, which is a feature of the Automatic Carriages on Alphabetic Accounting Machines only. This operation permits the automatic preparation of complete bills—printing the heading in its prop-
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er location, spacing automatically to the body, printing the body, and then automatically ejecting this bill and bringing the next one into the desired position. This operation is illustrated in the next section.

Two models of the Automatic Carriage, both identical in function and operation, are available. They differ only in their respective sheet-length capacities and ejection speeds. These models are:

Model 12: This carriage will eject a form from 1/2 inch to 12 inches in length.

Model 18: This carriage will eject a form from 1/2 inch to 18 inches in length.

Both models will accommodate a sheet of paper up to 20 inches in width.

Continuous forms are best adapted to the Automatic Carriage, although single sheets may be used. When single sheets are used, they must be inserted manually. All continuous form lengths must be in multiples of 1/8 of an inch.

The Model 12 Carriage is equipped with short-feeding and medium-feeding speeds. The short-feeding speed may be used on forms up to and including 3 3/4 inches in length. The medium speed is used for forms beyond that length.

The Model 18 Carriage is also equipped with two feeding speeds which are supplied in either of two combinations; short and long, or medium and long. If the short—long-feeding combination is provided, short-feeding speed may be used for forms up to and including 3 3/4 inches in length and long-feeding speed for forms beyond that length. If the medium—long combination is provided, medium-feeding speed may be used for forms up to and including 8 1/2 inches in length and long-feeding speed for forms beyond that length.

The approximate number of ejections a minute on the various feed speeds is:

Short—105
Medium—52 1/2
Long—26 1/2

The line spacing is standard. There are six spaces to the inch, with a selection of:

Single line space of 1/6 of an inch.
Double line space of 1/3 of an inch.
Triple line space of 1/2 of an inch.

All line spacing is accomplished at an approximate speed of 265 operations a minute.
Simplicity of Operation

Form-to-Form Ejection

This operation is similar to the preparation of reports on individual sheets. The insertion of sheets after the first in this application is eliminated because continuous forms are used. The spacing between forms is performed automatically.

The report illustrated is a Deduction Register. Any operation that requires several sheets, such as Payroll Listings, Voucher Registers, or Sales Register and Proof Sheets would be applicable.

Settings

1. Turn the Eject Clutch Button to the right (clockwise). Push the Manual Clutch Trip Lever to engage the ejection clutch.
2. Set the Sheet Length Arm for the overall length of the sheet (8 inches). Close door and press the manual eject lever.
3. Set the Sheet Stop Arm for the last printing line, measured from the first printing line (5 inches).
4. Set the Heading Stop Arm as far forward as possible, as it is not used.
5. Medium Speed must be engaged for this size form. Rotate the Interlocking Knob to Medium and pull the Medium Gear Shift Button OUT, turning the Motor Knob if necessary to mesh the gears.
Billing

Arranging the Automatic Carriage for a Billing Application on an Alphabetic Accounting Machine is a simple procedure.

For this operation, it is necessary only to insert the first bill to the first line of printing in the heading, and if the settings described below are made, all printing and spacing will take place automatically.

The plugboard wiring is standard except for Head Space and Head Card.

For normal operation all heading cards should have a common X punching in some column not X punched on the detail cards. When this column is wired from the Add Brush to the Head Card hub, a circuit is set up which eliminates all control test and group indication circuits, places the eject class of control under control of the Heading Error Switch, and causes the Accounting Machine to list the first body card.

In order to set up spacing to the first body line, the last heading card must contain an X punch in some column other than that used for the common X punching. When this column is wired from the Add Brush to the Head Space hub, a circuit is set up which not only causes spacing to the Heading Stop Arm but also sets up group indication for the following card feed cycles.

For this illustration, the cards are listed with Minor Control on Customer Number.

Settings

1. Turn the Eject Clutch Button to the right (clockwise). By pushing the Manual Clutch Trip Lever, the ejection clutch will be engaged.
2. Set the Sheet Length Arm for the overall length of the sheet (6 inches).
3. Close door and press the manual eject lever.
4. Set the Sheet Stop Arm for the last printing line of the body of the bill. The actual setting on the scale is the distance from the first heading line to the last body line printing (3½ inches).

![Control Arm Settings](image)

* * *

Automatic Carriage Switch Settings on the Alphabetic Accounting Machine
5. Set the Heading Stop Arm for the first body line printing, measured from the first heading line (1 1/2 inches).

6. For the length of bill illustrated (6 inches), Medium Speed must be engaged. Rotate the Interlocking Knob to Medium and pull the Medium Gear Shift Button OUT, turning the Motor Knob if necessary to mesh the gears.

Functions

The following paragraphs present a description of the major functions of the International Automatic Carriage. In each case, the function is defined and illustrated, and operating instructions are briefly noted. Detail procedures for setting the carriage controls are presented in a later section of this booklet.

Standard Carriage Operation

In order to use the Automatic Carriage as a standard carriage, it is necessary only to turn all carriage control switches OFF and to pull OUT the Eject Clutch Button. Space Control Arm settings should be disregarded. The Carriage Motor Switch, on Numerical Accounting Machines only, must be left ON.

Single Item Ejection

Single Item Ejection is the term applied to the spacing of the paper other than the standard single, double, or triple distances between listed items. At each list cycle of the machine, a single line is printed, the form is ejected, and the next form or line is positioned for printing.

The Single Item Ejection feature used in the printing of forms 3 1/2 inches or less in length does not affect the speed of Accounting Machines which list at a speed of 75, 80, or 100 cards a minute. The speed of ejection of short forms is equal to, or greater than, the listing speed of the Accounting Machine. The carriage will, therefore, always have the next form in position to be printed by the time the type bars are actuated. The above is not true of machines that list at 120 cards a minute. In this case the listing speed is greater than the ejection speed and it is necessary to reduce the listing speed in order to obtain the maximum production. This is accomplished by the installation of a special circuit and switch.

When using bills or forms longer than 3 1/2 inches, medium- or long-feed speed will be required. The Accounting Machine will then stop between each listing because of the longer ejection time.

The carriage can be arranged for Single Item Ejection by setting the Sheet Length Control
Single Item Ejection

Cost Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawing No.</th>
<th>Oper. No.</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>795900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>157950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>3478575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>2378</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>3008</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>4350</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>5668</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 227</td>
<td>6754</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total appearing directly following a last line stop is printed on the same form before ejection takes place.

Controlled Form to Form Ejection

Cost Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawing No.</th>
<th>Oper. No.</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>6274</td>
<td>5465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>3192</td>
<td>13450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>8416</td>
<td>46575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>1598</td>
<td>1050400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>1655</td>
<td>3478575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>4234</td>
<td>5668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>4567</td>
<td>190850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>6543</td>
<td>190850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>2843</td>
<td>2465600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>7870</td>
<td>75000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last-line stop effects ejection.

Cost Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drawing No.</th>
<th>Oper. No.</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>4340</td>
<td>796500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>3459</td>
<td>65990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>6355</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>142 1500</td>
<td>1125</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 2257</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 2257</td>
<td>1435</td>
<td>3478575</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 2257</td>
<td>2380</td>
<td>1576500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 2257</td>
<td>2570</td>
<td>76950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>157 2257</td>
<td>3008</td>
<td>1347860</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Last-line stop effects ejection.

Total in this case, do not effect ejection.

Form to Form Ejection

Automatic Ejection with Head Spacing

Control change causes ejection.
Arm, placing the Single Item Eject Switch ON, and setting the Single Item Eject (Long-Short) Switch according to the size of the form used.

**Eject on List Cycles When Listing Several Items**

When a group of two or more items are listed on a form 3\(\frac{2}{3}\) inches or less in length, and no totals are desired, the speed of the ejecting operation may be increased so that the Accounting Machine will not stop between forms. This operation is accomplished by wiring the "Plug to C of X-Distributor or Counters Plus" hubs to the "Heading Card" hubs and placing the Heading Error Eject Switch ON. An Automatic Control must be wired for the listed groups and the Eject Switch turned ON for that class of control.

The special plugging will cause the control on the Accounting Machine to be inoperative for totals. The change in eject class of control will cause the ejection.

**Straight Form-to-Form Ejection**

For this operation, the carriage is arranged to eject automatically from a predetermined last printed line of one form to a predetermined first printing line of the next form, as illustrated.

Items and totals are printed continuously until the predetermined last line of each sheet is reached. At this point, the sheet is ejected automatically and the next sheet is positioned at the first line for continuation of the printing. If the last printed item on a sheet happens to be the last of a control group, the carriage does not eject the sheet until the particular control group-totals have been printed.

To perform this type of form-to-form ejection, the Eject Clutch Button is engaged, the Sheet Length Control Arm is set for the overall length, the Sheet Stop Control Arm is set for the last printing line on the sheet, and the Heading Stop Control Arm is set to the front, off the scale.

**Controlled Form-to-Form Ejection**

When utilizing Controlled Form-to-Form Ejection, items are printed continuously until a set control change occurs, causing an automatic ejection to the first printing line of a new sheet. Any one of the three classes of totals (Major, Intermediate, or Minor) can be used to effect this type of ejection, but only one can be used at a time. If the last printing line of a sheet is reached before a control change occurs, the carriage operation is the same as that illustrated for Straight Form-to-Form Ejection.

For this type of operation, the carriage is arranged to perform exactly as outlined in the previous section. In addition, it is arranged to eject to a new form at every set control change, as illustrated.

The Eject Switch must be turned ON for the eject class of control.

**Predetermined Total Skip**

When the Predetermined Total Switch is ON, the total of the eject class of control (except minor when tabulating) will be printed in a predetermined position on a bill or form, regardless of the number of previously listed items or totals. The position of the Predetermined Total Printing on the form is determined by the setting of the Sheet Stop Arm and is one space, single, double or triple, according to the setting of the space control lever, beyond the setting of this arm.

If a control change occurs at the same time the over-flow position is reached, ejection is delayed until the total or totals are printed.

**Automatic Ejection With Head Spacing**

On Alphabetic Accounting Machines, the Automatic Carriage can be set to line-space automatically from the last printed line of the heading to a predetermined first printing line in the body of the form, regardless of the number of heading cards printed.

Automatic line-spacing starts after the last card of the heading is printed and continues until the first body line is reached. All heading cards must be provided with a common X and the last of these must have an additional X punched in a different column to cause the carriage to start line-spacing.

In order to arrange the carriage for head-spacing, it is necessary to plug the hubs labelled Head Card and Head Space, to set the Body Line Adjustment, and to turn the Heading Control Switch ON. These controls are in addition to those previously enumerated for Form-to-Form Ejection.

**Heading Error Control**

This feature makes it possible to control between the heading cards and the detail cards to insure that the heading cards are used with their correct group of detail cards.

When using heading cards, the minor (or minor and intermediate) control punching used in the body of the form may be excluded from the heading cards. For such cases the common Head Card X punching is used to eliminate the control test for all controls except the eject class of control. If the eject class of control is punched in the heading cards, the Heading Error Control makes it possible to control between the heading cards and the detail cards to insure that the heading cards are used with their correct group of detail cards.
In the event of a discrepancy between the heading cards and the detail cards, the bill will be ejected after the heading cards have been printed. A new bill will be fed into position and automatically spaced to the first printing line of the body. The information from the detail cards is then printed in the body of the second bill, without a heading. Both of these bills may be saved by completing them later either in the Accounting Machine or on a typewriter.

The Heading Error Control will also detect any heading cards which may have been erroneously included in the heading group.

When using the Heading Error Control, it is necessary that the eject class of control be punched in the heading cards. The plugging is the same as that for head spacing. The Heading Error Switch must be turned ON to make this feature operative.

**Single-Sheet Ejection**

Single sheets may be handled in this carriage in the same manner as continuous forms, except that they must be hand-fed. They may be drawn into a predetermined first printing line, may be automatically spaced after heading cards have printed, and may be automatically ejected from the carriage after a control change or a last-line stop. The Accounting Machine can be set to stop automatically after either type of sheet ejection.

**Features**

The major features of the Automatic Carriage of a mechanical nature may be identified by reference to the accompanying photographs. The following paragraphs present a description of the illustrated features and explain briefly their purpose on the Automatic Carriage.

**Carriage Motor**

The Carriage Motor, which is mounted at the left of, and moves with the carriage, supplies the power for all carriage operations. There is no mechanical connection between the carriage and the Accounting Machine.

**Manual Clutch Trip Lever**

This lever is provided for manual control of the carriage operations—either line-spacing or ejection—and is located on the right side of the mechanism housing. It is used to return the carriage mechanism to normal after making a change in sheet length adjustment before setting the Sheet Stop and the Heading Stop Control Arms.

The lever rests normally in a central position. When moved to the front it will cause an ejection to take place, provided the Eject Clutch...
Button is IN. When moved to the rear it will cause the carriage to line-space. The line-spacing may be continued manually for any length of sheet if the Eject Clutch Button is in a disengaged position. If the Eject Clutch Button is in an engaged position the line-spacing may be continued manually only to a point where the feed sector is all the way forward. Thereupon an ejection must be made to restore the mechanism to normal before further line-spacing can be resumed.

Line-Space Lever

A Line-Space Lever is located on the right side of the mechanism housing for adjusting the spacing of the carriage. The lever may be set for single, double, or triple spacing:—single, six lines to the inch; double, three; and triple, two. Line-spacing may be used alone or in combination with various other operations.

When starting a report, the first printed item will be on the space to which the carriage is set when the paper is inserted.

Drive Unit Door

Located on the left side of the mechanism housing is a door which must be opened for inspection of the operating mechanism and for setting the space control arms. When this door is open, the motor will not run.

Note: Always keep the door closed when the Accounting Machine and the carriage are in operation, to allow the carriage to perform its function while the Accounting Machine is operating.

Starting Line Dial

After a form has been gripped by the pressure rolls, the platen is turned back into operating position, thus drawing the form in and around the platen. The distance of this “draw in” on single sheets can be predetermined by setting the Starting Line Dial. This distance may be set, in sixths of an inch, from 1 inch to 45/6 inches. This feature plays no part in continuous-form work except that it may be used for starting the first form of a strip.

Eject Clutch Button

The Eject Clutch Button is located on the right side, lower front, of the mechanism housing. Its purpose is to place the space control
arms and ejection mechanism under control of the carriage motor when it is engaged, and to set the carriage for line spacing without ejection when it is out or disengaged.

**Speed Adjustment**

The Model 12 Carriage is provided with two ejection speeds. One is effective when short forms (up to and including 3 3/4 inches in length) are to be ejected (Short speed), and the other is used when longer forms (up to and including 12 inches) are to be handled (Medium speed). The Short speed is a high-eject speed and the Medium speed is a medium-eject speed.

For forms longer than 12 inches (handled by the Model 18 Carriage) a third speed is required. This speed is designated as a Long speed or slow-eject speed. The Model 18 Carriage is available in either of two speed combinations—Short and Long, or Medium and Long—but is not available with all three speeds in one combination.

The speed adjustment consists of two gear shift buttons (by means of which either speed is engaged) and an interlock cam which makes it impossible to engage both speeds at the same time.

**Motor Knob**

A knob which allows the mechanism to be operated manually is attached to the left end of the motor shaft. It is necessary at times, when making a speed adjustment change, to turn the mechanism a bit so the gears will mesh. This is accomplished by turning the Motor Knob in either direction.

**Adjustable Locating Arms**

Three adjustable arms are provided to enable the operator to set the carriage sheet length and body printing location to correspond with the paper or continuous forms being used. These arms are located inside the door at the left end of the device. Each arm is equipped with a pointer that rests on a graduated scale. This scale is divided into 12 inches or 18 inches, depending upon the model of the carriage. Each inch division is sub-divided into six parts, each representing a line space.

The Adjustable Locating Arms are as shown in the illustration:

- Sheet Length or First Printing Line
- Sheet Stop or Last Printing Line
- Heading Stop or First Body Line
The Sheet Length Arm controls the length of ejection and should be set first. After this is set and an ejection cycle taken to restore the mechanism, the Sheet Stop Arm is adjusted to locate the last printing line. This arm causes the carriage to automatically eject the form when the last line, as determined by the positioning of the arm, is printed.

The Heading Stop Arm determines the location of the first body line. When Heading Cards are not used, it is set on “O” or off the scale.

When using double or triple spacing, the Sheet Stop and Heading Stop Arms should be set of two or three index points respectively.

Platen
The platen as supplied with the carriage, is a standard rubber platen. A hard rubber platen is available for multiple copy printing. Special platens, furnished by continuous form manufacturers, can also be installed at the factory or in the field.

Platen Lock
A Platen Lock with operating handle is supplied for use when considerable printing on each line is required. Its purpose is to prevent platen vibration under heavy type-blow loads. To make the lock operative, the handle is pulled toward the operator. The release is obtained by pressing the operating lever away from the operator. The lever must be in the released position to raise the platen for paper insertion.

Clutch Release Lever
This lever is located between the starting line dial and the left end of the platen. It is used to disengage the platen roll clutch when it is desired to turn the platen roll backward by means of the large knurled knob at the right end of the platen. The Clutch Release Lever is moved to the right to disengage the platen from its driving mechanism.

It is not necessary to release the clutch when using the small knurled knob to turn the platen backward.

Pressure Rolls
The Pressure Rolls grip the forms at the point shown in the diagram, when the platen is in its operating position. When turned over for paper insertion, the Pressure Rolls are directly in line with the paper guides, and the turn of a single notch on the main Platen Knob causes the paper to be gripped.

Pressure Release
A lever is provided for the purpose of releasing the pressure on the Pressure Rolls whenever it is desired to readjust sheets or continuous forms.

Adjusting Knobs
The platen is equipped with two knurled knobs, located on its right end, which are used to rotate the platen. The large knob is used to rotate it in a forward direction one complete space or more at a time. The small knob furnishes a vernier adjustment when it is desired to move the platen roll a fraction of a space to improve registration. This knob may be used for adjustment when the carriage is in operation. It is also used to turn the platen backward.

Platen Operating Handle
The Automatic Carriage is equipped with a "Turnover" type of paper inserting mechanism. This mechanism facilitates the initial manual insertion of continuous forms by making it unnecessary to thread the paper around the platen.

The handle for operating the Turnover mechanism is located at the right end of the carriage. A hand rest is provided in front of the handle above the Platen Knob to aid in raising the Platen Operating Handle. To insert the paper the handle is rotated toward the operator. This brings the Pressure Rolls to the back where they can grip the paper. The paper may then be placed in the platen chute and the platen advanced one notch manually. The handle is then rotated back to its normal position and the platen roll will draw the paper into the correct head-spacing distance determined by the setting of the Starting Line Dial.

Carriage Shift Handle
The lateral movement of the Automatic Carriage, when installed on the Type 285 Numerical Accounting Machine, or the Type 405 Alphabetic Accounting Machine, in relation to the print banks, is 5 3/4 inches. The lateral movement when installed on the Type 297 Numerical Accounting Machine is 1 3/4 inch. To shift the carriage, the Carriage Shift Lever is pushed slightly to the left and rotated in the desired direction. This lateral movement may be made while the machine is in operation to correct vertical alignment of printing.

Form Guides and Racks
Adjustable form guides and feeding and stacking racks for continuous forms are supplied with the carriage when specified.
Operating Controls

Each of the operations of the Automatic Carriage is subject to control by either electrical switches or mechanical levers.

Manual Clutch Trip Lever

This lever is provided for manual control of carriage operations. It is used primarily for the emergency ejection of a sheet, or for returning the carriage Sheet Length Adjustment.

When the lever is momentarily pulled forward, the form in the carriage is ejected and a new sheet is fed into initial printing position, provided the Eject Clutch Button is IN. When the lever is pushed back, the carriage will line-space continuously until the lever is released.

Eject Clutch Button

Ejection may be prevented by pulling the Eject Clutch Button OUT. It can be locked in this position by turning it to the left (counterclockwise) as far as possible.

Normal form-ejection is resumed by turning the Eject Clutch Button to the right (clockwise) as far as possible, and pulling the Manual Clutch Trip Lever forward until engagement, effecting if necessary, a manual ejection to complete an eject cycle which may have started as a result of line-spacing after engagement.

Sheet Length Adjustment

Adjustment controls for sheet-length, last printing line, and first body line are located inside the drive unit. Access to them is had by opening the door on the left side of the drive unit. The carriage will not operate while this door is open. As indicated in the illustration, the zero line on the sector “Y” represents the first printing line on each sheet, from which point the other adjustments are set. In other words, automatic operation is begun from the first printing line on the first sheet of a continuous form, after that first line has been located either manually or by the Starting Line Dial.

Arm “A” is the Sheet Length Adjustment. Its setting is shown by the location of its indicator on the scale. It is set for the exact length (depth) of the sheet in inches but actually determines the distance between the first printing lines of successive sheets.

The Sheet Length Adjustment is changed as follows:

1—Loosen clamp nut “D” several turns, using the special wrench furnished for this purpose.
2—Insert the pinion end of this wrench in hole “X”, turning it slightly if necessary to mesh it properly with the teeth on the large sector “Y”.
3—Press the wrench inward lightly and at the same time rotate it in the direction required to move the index to the proper point on the scale.
4—Remove the wrench and tighten clamp nut “D”.
5—Close drive unit door; and pull Manual Clutch Trip forward to return sector “Z” to its stop position.

Each time this Sheet Length Adjustment is changed, the Speed Adjustment should be checked. The carriage will not operate when adjusted for sheets longer than 3⅛ inches if the Speed Adjustment is set for short sheets, and vice versa. The Model 18 Carriage, equipped with Long-Medium speeds, will not operate when adjusted for forms longer than 8⅛ inches if the Speed Adjustment is set for medium-length sheets.

Last Printing Line Adjustment

Arm “B” shows the distance from the first printing line to the last normal printing line, inclusive. When the carriage is set for double or triple spacing, this indicator must be set for an even multiple of two or three line-spaces, respectively. Also, when control listing, or tabulating with more than one control (since one or two additional total lines may be required after the last normal printing line), the indicator should be set with this possibility in mind.

The Last Printing Line Adjustment should be made only after the proper Sheet Length Adjustment has been completed. It is set as follows:

1—Trip the Manual Clutch Trip Lever to cause ejection and restore the mechanism to its proper position.
2—Loosen clamp nut “E” by means of wrench.
3—Move arm “B” until its index is set at the correct distance from zero (first printing line).
4—Tighten clamp nut “E”.

For Single Item Ejection, arm “B” should be moved to the right as far as possible in sector “Z”.

First Body Line Adjustment

Arm “C” is the First Body Line Adjustment. It is normally positioned at “O,” or off the index, when Heading Cards are not being used.
# Automatic Carriage Operating Chart

## Automatic Carriage Operating Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALPHABETIC ACCOUNTING MACHINE TYPE 405</th>
<th>WITH EJECTION</th>
<th>WITHOUT EJECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WITH HEAD SPACING</td>
<td>CONTINUOUS FORMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WITH HEAD SPACING</td>
<td>CONTINUOUS FORMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SINGLE ITEM</td>
<td>FORMS 3.5&quot; OR LESS IN LENGTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NOTES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE SHEET STOP</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADING CONTROL</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE ITEM EJECT</td>
<td>LONG</td>
<td>LONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE ITEM EJECT</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL EJECT SWITCHES</td>
<td>MINOR</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEADING ERROR</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREDETERMINED TOTAL</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>SEE SWITCHES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD CARD X HUB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAD SPACE X HUB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EJECT CLUTCH BUTTON</td>
<td>OUT</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPEED ADJUSTMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEET LENGTH ADJUSTMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAST LINE ADJUSTMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIRST BODY LINE ADJUSTMENT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STARTING LINE DIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARRIAGE MOTOR SWITCH</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTROL EJECT</td>
<td>MINOR</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE ITEM EJECT</td>
<td>ON</td>
<td>OFF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SINGLE ITEM EJECT</td>
<td>LONG</td>
<td>LONG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUTO START FROM CARRIAGE</td>
<td>OFF</td>
<td>ON</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* MAJOR, INTERMEDIATE OR MINOR EJECT SWITCH "ON" IF AND AS REQUIRED
† SET TO AGREE WITH SHEET LENGTH
When printing heading and body separately, arm "C" is set to indicate the distance from the first heading line to the first body line, inclusive. If the carriage is set for double or triple spacing, this distance must be a multiple of double or triple line-spaces, respectively.

The First Body Line Adjustment should be made only after the proper Sheet Length Adjustment has been completed. It is set as follows:

1—Make certain that a manual ejection has been taken since the last change in the Sheet Length Adjustment was made.
2—Loosen clamp nut "F", by means of wrench.
3—Move Arm "C" until its indicator is set on the index at the correct distance from zero if heading cards are being used.
4—Tighten clamp nut "F".

Speed Adjustment

The Speed Adjustment consists of two Gear Shift Buttons, by means of which either speed is engaged, and an Interlock which makes it impossible to engage both speeds at the same time.

As an example of the manner in which the Speed Adjustment is changed, Medium speed is disengaged and Short speed engaged as follows:

1—Turn Carriage Motor OFF.
2—Press Medium Gear Shift Button IN.
3—Rotate Interlock Knob until the word Short appears in the other opening.
4—Pull the Short Gear Shift Button OUT, turning the Motor Knob, if necessary, to mesh the gears.

Starting Line Dial

The Starting Line Dial is set by loosening the locking screw, raising the locking lever, and turning the dial until the scale reading indicated by the locking lever is equal to the required distance from the top of the sheet to the starting line, inclusive.

Switches

Numerical Machines Only

Carriage Motor Switch

The Carriage Motor must be running continuously while the carriage is in operation. On Numerical Accounting Machines a Carriage Motor Switch is provided to turn this motor ON and OFF. On Alphabetic Accounting Machines no special switch is provided, the Carriage Motor being turned ON and OFF with the main power switch of the machine.

Automatic Start from Carriage Switch

This switch when ON puts the restarting of the Accounting Machine under the control of the carriage, making it impossible to obtain an automatic start until the carriage has completed the eject cycle.

Common to Numerical and Alphabetic

Minor, Intermediate, and Major Eject Switches

Three switches are provided, either of which, when turned to the ON position, completes a circuit to obtain an automatic ejection after that particular type of control change.

Single-Item Eject Switch

This switch, when ON, will cause a single-item ejection at every list cycle. It is used in every case of such ejection, regardless of the speed or length of ejection.